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Sandy Isaacs “A Women of Kulture”  
 
Born in Kingston, Jamaica and having attended boarding school at   
Servite Convent of the Assumption in Brown's Town and St. Andrew's 
High School in Kingston, Sandy Isaacs graduated from Queens        
College, City University of New York in 1981 with a degree in Early 
Childhood Education and was initiated into Kappa Delta Pi, National 
Honor Society in Education. She worked as an elementary school 
teacher for 25 years, most of which was with Orange County Public 
Schools in Orlando, Florida. Sandy retired from teaching in 2006 to 
pursue fully her own business, Break Away Moments. She is the   
mother of 5 children.  
 
Sandy Isaacs, Owner/CEO of Break Away Moments is passionate 
about coordinating and hosting a variety of themed specialty events 
which uniquely reflect her Jamaican/Caribbean heritage. Tastefully   
incorporating and portraying the Caribbean and its culture at Break 
Away Moments events is something that she does with much            
enthusiasm. With the onset of her first event themed 'Wine, Cheese & 
Reggae, Please!' came an influx of ideas which propelled her interest to 
share her Caribbean heritage among a diverse audience with style, flair, 

and inherent quality in an atmosphere of fun, festivity and warmth that is the essence of each event.  
 
Sandy has been host of 'Break Away Moments Ultimate Radio Travel Experience Show' and 'Your Break 
Away Moments' radio showcase segment which aired in Orlando, Fl. every Sat. morning as part of     
Caribbean Saturday programming. Established as 'the show with a uniquely fresh difference' she excitedly 
shared her vision via the airwaves from week to week for over 3 years. Sandy also held a weekly presence 
on radio in Atlanta, Georgia where she hosted a segment promoting Break Away Moments happenings, 
updates, and co-hosted special guest appearances.  
  
Folks have been able to experience the vibrancy of the islands, the culture and the warmth of the         
Caribbean people depicted in each Break Away Moments event, via the 'Forever Paradise' fashion design 
line of vacation wear and the 'Break Away Moments Caribbean Destinations' travel focused magazine for 
which she was Editor-in-Chief. In every aspect of her business, Caribbean travel, and tourism along with 
the region's culture, is a strongly promoted emphasis. Break Away Moments is not only highly reflective 
of the uniqueness of the business and personal style which Sandy avidly strives to incorporate as a tone 
for Break Away Moments but also, shares the underlying message as to what she feels is important to her 
business strategy and development. Personalization and the building of relationships are key components 
in the day-to-day workings of her company and its foundation. 
 
Sandy Isaacs' goal is to continue to develop Break Away Moments and uplift others affiliated with the 
organization and its endeavors to the best of her ability. She believes that the possibilities are ‘truly     
endless’ and desires to reach maximum potential with such, by further growth and development of her 
creative ideas.   
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Hard work, a sense of integrity, caring, perseverance and 
lots of prayers, go together with her overall business  
effort. Creativity and uniqueness of ideas with a         
persistent sharing of the positive aspects of the          
Caribbean region via Break Away Moments, along with 
keeping the right focus, is paramount to her success. 
Giving projects 150% or more is also important in her 
commitments while the 'Entrepreneurial Spirit' that 
drives her keeps on growing daily.  
  
Sandy has been active in her local community as the 
leader of the 'Confidence In Crisis' Women's Group 
which she started with the help of her church, the       
Coordinator of a Mission Trip to Arthur Wint Basic 
School in Lucea, Hanover and the recipient of numerous 
recognitions, leadership and community service oriented 
awards. She has played an active role in     propelling the 
interest of the newly formed Jamaican Cultural Connec-
tion Association in Orlando and has previously been an active member of the Jamaican American Assoc. 
of Central Florida. Her desire is to continue to wholeheartedly make an impact on her community 
through her various endeavors. Sandy has also recently added a new event focus to the spectrum of 
presentations under the business name 'Journey of Joy Children's Events' which, inspired by her first 
grandchild, 'Journey', is designed to showcase various aspects of the intriguing world of Babies,         
Toddlers, Preschoolers and Elementary aged children and their families via signature Expo events and 
other special event presentations. Utilizing her Early Childhood Education background which spanned 
several years as a Kindergarten Teacher, Sandy Isaacs, Owner/CEO/Event Coordinator is the key to the 
success of the 'Journey of Joy Children's Events' where the premise of each event is to avidly showcase 
the wealth of wonderful items and services available within baby and children's products industries, 
while also propelling educational forums from which parents and the community-at- large will benefit.  
 
The 'Journey of Joy Children's Events' significantly aligns with the premise of promoting Early Child-
hood Education interests and having a positive impact on children and their families. Sandy has also been 
the recipient of several local community involvement recognition awards, the Consul General of Jamaica 
to Miami's prestigious Luminary - 'Jamaica's 50 Outstanding Honorees' 2012 Award and the Jamaica 
USA Chamber of Commerce's 50 Outstanding Business Awards 2012. Sandy is the Vice President and is 
also on the Advisory Board Member, which spearheaded the initiative for the existing Central Florida 
Chapter.   
 
For more information and stay connected with Sandy Isaacs and her Journey of Joy Children Events & 
Break Away Moments, please visit: http://journeyofjoychildrensevents.com  
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